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Western Swing Fiddle 
Anthology of Fiddle

Styles
Ozarks Fiddle Music

Vl1/Vl2/Piano 
Mark O'Connor 

Violin Method Book I 

Favorite Celtic
Melodies
Violin 

Mel Bay Celtic Fiddle
Tunes

Vl1/Vl2/Piano 

Bluegrass: 
Violin Play-Along Vol.
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Traditional 
Scottish Fiddling 

FREE FIDDLE
Nigel Gatherer's ABC 
Collection
Hope Grietzer:   Tune of the 
Month 
Tune Finder
Tunes at Ceolas
The Session 

Hetzler's 
Fakebook
TuneWeb
Chris Peterson
Free tablature
Fiddle Sites 

EASY FIDDLE
Basic Fiddlers Philharmonic Celtic Fiddle 
Tunes
Easy Fiddle Solos
Fiddle Time Joggers, Bk. 1
Fiddle Time Runners, Bk. 2
First Jams
Irish Music for Fiddle Made Easy Book/CD 
Set 
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Free Scottish Fiddle (compliments of Addie)
Scottish Fiddling Certification Available: 
Royal Conservatoire of Scotland Syllabus 

Aird, James: Aird's Airs (6 vols., multiple 
editions) 

Anderson, J.: Anderson's Budget of 
Scotch, English, and Irish Slow Airs 

Anderson's Budget of Strathspeys, Reels, 
and Country Dances 

Anonymous (Glen 82): A Directory for 
Ball Music, 1800 (first two bars of tunes 
named) 

Barsanti, Francesco: A Collection of Old 
Scots Tunes 

Bremner, Robert: A Collection of Scots 
Reels or Country Dances 

30 Scots Songs for Voice and Harpsichord 
& A Second Set of Scots Songs 

Dow, Daniel: A Collection of Ancient 
Scots Music 

Fraser, Simon:   The Airs and Melodies 
Peculiar to the Highlands of Scotland and 
the Isles, The Airs and melodies peculiar 
to the Highlands of Scotland and the Isles 

Geminiani, Francesco: A Treatise of Good 
Taste in the Art of Music (2 vols.) 

Gow, Niel: A Collection of Strathspey 
Reels, Neil Gow 1784 (book, pdf) 

A Second Collection of Strathspey Reels 
(Caledonian Hunt) 

The Complete Repository of Original 

McDonald, Malcolm: A second Collection of Strathspey 
Reels &c. 

McDonald, Patrick: A Collection of Highland Vocal Airs 
(composite volume) 

McGibbon, William: A Collection of Scots Tunes 

MacLeod, -: MacLeod's Collection of Airs, Marches, 
Waltzes & Rondos (vols. 1-3) 

Mitchell, Mr.: The Highland Fair, or, Union of the Clans 
(with scores)(composite volume) 

Oswald, James: The Caledonian Pocket Companion (at 
internet archive: issues vary) 
https://archive.org/details/caledonianpocket00unse, 
https://archive.org/details/caledonianpocket01rugg, 
https://archive.org/details/caledonianpocket00stua, 
https://archive.org/details/caledonianpocket00rugg, 
https://archive.org/details/acompositemusi174760mcdo, 
Colin's Kisses 

Riddell, Robert: A Collection of Scotch, Galwegian and 
Border Tunes 

Ross, Elizabeth: Original Highland Airs Collected at 
Raasay in 1812 (MS) 

Stewart, Neil: A Collection of Scots Songs (composite 
volume) 

Stuart, Alexander: Musick for Allan Ramsay's collection 
of 71 Scots songs (6 vols.) 

Musick for Alan Ramsay's Collection (transcription) 

Thompson, William: Orpheus Caledonius, 
https://archive.org/details/orpheuscaledonv200thom 
https://archive.org/details/orpheuscaledoniu01thom 
https://archive.org/details/orpheuscaledoniu02thom 

Transcription of Orpheus Caledonius 
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Scots Volumes 1-4 

Gunn, John: Forty Favorite Scotch Airs 

MacKintosh, Abraham: A Collection of 
Strathspeys, Reels, Jigs, &c. 

MacDonald, Keith Norman: The Skye 
Collection 

Urbani, Peter: A Collection of Scots Songs Vol. 1 

A Collection of Scots Songs Vol. 2

FIDDLE BOOKS
The Violinist's Guide to Fiddling 

Fiddling for Classical Stiffs - Viola [Latham] 

Fiddling for Classical Stiffs - Violin [Latham] 

Celtic Classics for String Trio [Latham] 

The American Fiddle Method: 
Book and CD: Vol. 1, Vol. 2. 
Book, CD and DVD: Vol. 1, Vol. 2. 

The Fiddler's Fakebook: Edited by David Brody. Fake book for fiddle. 
With lead melody, chord names, instructional text and performance 
notes. 302 pages. Published by Oak Publications. 

R.P. Christenson: The Old-Time Fiddler's Repertory 245 Traditional 
Tunes, Vol. 2

R.P. Christenson: The Old-Time Fiddler's Repertory Historic Field 
Recordings of Forty-one Traditional Tunes 

Ken Kolodner: The Old-Time Fiddler's Repertory Old-Time Fiddle 
Style Book/CD Set - A Collection of 35 Traditional Appalachian Tunes 

Old-Time Fiddling Across America
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http://www.sheetmusicplus.com/a/item.html?aff_id=186635&item=4056519
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0786681578?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0786681578?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0826219314?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0826219314?tag=conniesviolin-20
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http://www.sheetmusicplus.com/a/item.html?aff_id=186635&item=3607838
http://www.sheetmusicplus.com/a/item.html?aff_id=186635&item=4062085
http://www.sheetmusicplus.com/a/item.html?aff_id=186635&item=4954302
http://www.sheetmusicplus.com/a/item.html?aff_id=186635&item=4062085
http://www.sheetmusicplus.com/a/item.html?aff_id=186635&item=4062071
http://www.sheetmusicplus.com/a/item.html?aff_id=186635&item=8184961
http://www.sheetmusicplus.com/a/item.html?aff_id=186635&item=4947132
http://www.sheetmusicplus.com/a/item.html?aff_id=186635&item=5262382
http://www.sheetmusicplus.com/a/item.html?aff_id=186635&item=5445059
https://archive.org/details/selectionofscots02urba
http://www.burnsmuseum.org.uk/collections/object_detail/3.588
https://books.google.com/books?id=onkQAAAAYAAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=skye+collection&hl=en&sa=X&ei=XXGKUvzvFbXG4APc0YC4DA#v=onepage&q=skye%20collection&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=onkQAAAAYAAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=skye+collection&hl=en&sa=X&ei=XXGKUvzvFbXG4APc0YC4DA#v=onepage&q=skye%20collection&f=false
http://imslp.org/wiki/A_Collection_of_Strathspeys,_Reels,_Jigs_etc._(Mackintosh,_Abraham)
http://imslp.org/wiki/A_Collection_of_Strathspeys,_Reels,_Jigs_etc._(Mackintosh,_Abraham)
http://imslp.org/wiki/40_Favorite_Scotch_Airs_for_Violin,_Flute,_or_Cello_(Gunn,_John)
http://imslp.org/wiki/Gow's_Repository_of_the_Dance_Music_of_Scotland_(Various)
http://www.sheetmusicplus.com/a/item.html?aff_id=186635&item=3607838
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0826204392?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0826219314?tag=conniesviolin-20


Dan Levenson: Old-Time Festival Tunes for Fiddle and Mandolin 

Craig Duncan:
• Deluxe Fiddling Method 
• Advanced Fiddling 
• Christmas Melodies for Violin Solo 
• You Can Teach Yourself Fiddling 

Championship Contest Fiddling Book/CD - Transcriptions from
15 Championship Rounds 

The Irish Fiddle Book: The Art of Traditional Fiddle-Playing 
(Book & CD) 

The Phillips Collection of American Fiddle Tunes, Vol. 1 

Paul McNevin: The Irish Fiddle (Complete Guide to Learning) 
Book/CD Set

Paul McNevin: Absolute Beginners Irish Fiddle DVD

Kevin Burke: Irish Fiddle, Mastering The Art DVD

Peter Cooper: Complete Irish Fiddle Player

 

Listening/Viewing
IRISH:

• Best of Altan 
• The Bothy Band - The First Album 
• Kevin Burke - If the Cap Fits 
• Dervish - Spirit 
• John Doherty - Floating Bow 
• Martin Hayes 
• Tommy Peoples - Waiting for a Call 

DVDs:
• Learning Bluegrass Fiddle #1 
• Learning Bluegrass Fiddle #2 
• Southern Old-Time Fiddle Tour 
• Mark O'Connor's Fiddle Camp 
• Fiddle For Kids #1 
• Fiddle For Kids #2 
• Blues on the Fiddle 

Also see: Fiddle Tunes with MP3s 
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http://beststudentviolins.com/FiddleTunes.html#Tunes
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0002PYS1K?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0007LC58W?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0007LC58M?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0002KWSJY?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0002KWSK8?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0001K2S7W?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0001K2S7M?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B000087DSW?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B000005COR?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B000024P00?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0001CNQV2?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0014GFHTS?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0014GFHPW?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B000005CQH?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.sheetmusicplus.com/a/item.html?aff_id=186635&item=4804025
http://www.sheetmusicplus.com/a/item.html?aff_id=186635&item=19727445
http://www.sheetmusicplus.com/a/item.html?aff_id=186635&item=7437381
http://www.sheetmusicplus.com/a/item.html?aff_id=186635&item=19529371
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1562225820?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1900428679?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1900428679?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0786677856?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0786677856?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1562220039?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0786616709?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0786629533?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/087166612X?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0786680237?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0786681578?tag=conniesviolin-20


Fiddling for Viola
Anonymous, Fiddling Fingers. (Beginning Fiddling Lessons for String Classes or Individual Learners 
(Viola Book - Audio CD Included)) 

Edward M. Caner, Fiddling for Classical Kids - Viola Part. (Providing stylistic fundamentals For Celtic,
Bluegrass, Old-Time, Texas, and Jazz Fiddling) 

Edward M. Caner, Fiddling for Classical Stiffs - Viola 

Craig Duncan: 
Christmas Solos for Beginning Viola 
Easy Solos for Beginning Viola 
Rhythmic Studies for Beginning Viola 
Sacred Melodies for Solo Viola 
The Student Violist: Bach - Viola and Piano 
The Student Violist: Beethoven - Viola and Piano 
The Student Violist: Mozart - Viola and Piano 
Technical Studies for Beginning Viola 

Michael Hoffheimer, Fiddling for Viola. Traditional Irish and American Fiddle Tunes Arranged 
for Viola 

Bob Phillips and Andrew H. Dabczynski, Basic Fiddlers Philharmonic Celtic Fiddle Tunes 
(Viola) 

Bob Phillips and Andrew H. Dabczynski, Basic Fiddlers Philharmonic Old-Time Fiddle Tunes 
(Viola) 

Brian Wicklund and Faith Farr, The American Fiddle Method, Volume 1 - Viola Book/CD Set 

Anne C. Witt, Scottish Fiddling for Viola 

RE: Fiddle and Alternative Styles

Teaching Fiddle:
I frequently have students contact me who are studying law or working on a Ph.D. in a science subject, 
who are clearly not planning on becoming professional musicians (though some approach that level), 
but who "want to know everything" while mainly their focus is fiddle. In these cases, I still use Suzuki 
book 1, but add the Fiddle Time Runners, and Fiddle Time Joggers, along with a lot of handouts and a 
lot of listening but using more an aural tradition [See "Easy Fiddle" link, below]. 
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http://www.amazon.com/dp/0786676523?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1562222457?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1562222449?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1562222767?tag=conniesviolin-20
http://www.sheetmusicplus.com/a/item.html?aff_id=186635&item=5262382
http://www.sheetmusicplus.com/a/item.html?aff_id=186635&item=8185080
http://www.sheetmusicplus.com/a/item.html?aff_id=186635&item=17230032


By observing the posts on Fiddle Hangout (very friendly list) and Fiddle-L, a forum based at Brown 
University, I have come to understand the real distinction between classical music orientation and 
folk/fiddle orientation. Learning fiddle is not done by the book, but by listening and teaching 
improvisation techniques. This is the way folk and popular music is frequently learned, and I highly 
recommend it. 

Like studying the viola, studying fiddle takes the classically trained violinist out of their comfort zone, 
and is wonderful for the development of their musicianship. There are also sociological and cultural 
issues, and it's incredibly interesting. [See also, below: How many difference fiddle styles are there?] 

From the Violin/Viola FAQ:

How many different fiddle styles are there?
The "art music" versus popular or folk music discussion: The distinction is between so-called "art 
music" and popular or folk music. This distinction is no longer very meaningful, however, as the social 
classes that participate in these art forms are pretty much completely across-the-board. In other words, 
highly educated individuals enjoy playing "fiddle," and discovering what that art form is about, and 
students from all social classes (not just the privileged), study classical music. 

There is still some resentment. Sometimes people are taken aback by the term "art music," assuming 
that this phrase suggests that other musics are not art (understandable, actually). But nothing could be 
further from the truth. The phrase "art music" is found in every musicology textbook, and simply 
means a distinction between academically oriented music versus popular or folk musics. It is not 
pejorative. 

If you trace the history of music from the Renaissance to the present, it is evident how events in music 
mirror the socioeconomic events in human history. In the early development of Western "art music," 
this music was mostly created for the European wealthy class. There was no middle class - until the 
Industrial Revolution. 

At that time, entrepreneurs began designing larger concert halls to accommodate the middle class, who 
could afford concert tickets, and the modern stringed, keyboard, brass and woodwind instruments came
into being, in response to the acoustic needs of these big halls. 

This is an important fact that students should understand. The "piano-forte" (our modern piano) was so 
called because it could play both loudly and softly; an ability unknown in the previous keyboard 
instruments (like the harpsichord), which were designed for the small "chamber" ensembles, which 
were an entertainment of the wealthy. 

In Arnold Steinhardt's Violin Dreams he wrote about his visit to Mark O'Connor's summer fiddle camp: 

where violinists of all types -- jazz, bluegrass, country and western, blues, rock, Texas style,
old-time, classical, and Cape Breton -- gathered to teach and play. (p. 240, 2006 ed.)

So he mentions eight styles, other than classical. I have a couple of questions about this: (a) Should 
there be other styles on this list?; and (b) What are the definitions of each? 
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Responses:

"In addition to those already mentioned, I'm aware of the following fiddle styles: Irish, Scottish, 
French, Swedish, New England, Midwestern, Quebecois, Southwestern, Alaskan, and Northwestern. 
These are just the ones I can pull out of my head at the moment, and I'm sure there are many more. . 
.they vary widely in the type of music played, the bowing styles, and ornamentation. Within Irish fiddle
music alone there are as many different styles as there are counties in Ireland." 

The list is definitely incomplete. There are other musical cultures in which the violin or fiddle is used 
extensively, and the style or styles in which the instrument is played would not fit any of the categories 
already listed. For instance, the violin is a very important instrument in Indian classical music. It is also
played quite a bit in Greek traditional music. The category "Gypsy" would not be adequate to represent 
Hungarian traditional playing as well as Romanian fiddling. We also have all the Native American 
traditions of fiddle playing, Metis (ND and Canada), Tarahumara and other Northern Mexico tribes, 
Bolivia, etc... 

I can think of five very different fiddle styles in Michoacan. Around Lake Patzcuaro (Morelia, 
Uruapan); Tierra Caliente part of Michoacan; the southern coast; Tarascan (native fiddle); and modern 
Mariachi, which is found everywhere but seems strongest to its roots in the western part of the state. 

Let me suggest a few styles that have thus far not been mentioned: Son Huasteca, from Veracruz on the 
Gulf Coast side of Mexico and the son and gusto styles from La Tierra Caliente, over on the Pacific 
side. Is it proper to call that Son Calientano. And the fiddle is used in Michoacan, in a configuration 
that differs from its neighbors (Son Michoacano?), Also there's some wonderful fiddle music from the 
Andes that is unlike any other I've heard. Have you tried to list the various Indian styles in North 
America? Waila, Athabascan, Metis from the Red River Country, North Woods styles (Anishanabe, 
Menominee, etc.) And don't forget the Poles (several varieties right here in Chicago), and the Danes, 
and the Finns, and the South Slavs. 

I'm not sure if you can even list all the styles, even in one specific geographic region. West Virginia 
probably has a half dozen different styles, to the discerning ear, as does North Carolina. Eastern 
Kentucky is different from Western Kentucky, East Texas/ West Texas, Southern Missouri/Northern 
Missouri. It goes on and on. 

Thus far, we have: 

• American fiddling (e.g., New
England, Northwestern, 

Midwestern, Southwestern, 
Appalachian, 
Missouri, Tennessee) 

• Balkan 
• bluegrass 
• blues 
• Cajun 
• Canadian (e.g., Ottawa 

• Greek 
• Gypsy (e.g., Serbian, 

Armenian) 
• Hungarian 
• Indian raga (e.g., 

Hindustani, Carnatic) 
• Irish (e.g., Donegal, 

Kerry, 
Clare, Galway) 

• jazz 

• old-time (e.g., 
ragtime) 

• Quebecois 
• rock 
• Romanian 
• Scottish 
• Shetland 
• Southwestern 
• Square Dance 
• Swedish 
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Valley, Western/Midwest, 
North Dakota Norwegian, 
Ottawa Valley, 
East Coast, West Coast 
(Métis), Red River, 
Prince Edward Island) 

• Cape Breton 
• country and western 
• English 
• French 

• Klezmer 
• Mariachi 
• Maritime 
• metal 
• Mexican 
• Northumbrian 
• Norwegian 

• Swing 
• Tarahumara 
• Texas style 
• Western Swing 

Bibliography
See also: Sheet Music for Jazz, Blues and Fiddle and Free Anime and Fiddle tunes 

• Beau Solo: 12 Cajun Fiddle Tunes Transcribed from Michael Doucet's CD, Drew Beisswenger 

• Canadian Fiddle Music, Edward A. Whitcomb 

• Celtic Music: A Complete Guide, June Skinner Sawyers 

• Danse ce soir: Fiddle and Accordion Music of Quebec, Laurie Hart 

• The Fiddle Music of Prince Edward Island: Celtic and Acadian Tunes in Living Tradition, Ken 
Perlman 

• The Fiddler's Fakebook, David Brody 

• Fiddle Traditions Musical Sampler from the pages of String Magazine, Hal Leonard Corp. 

• Hill Country Tunes, Sam Bayard 

• Howe's 1,000 Jigs and Reels: Clog Dances, Contra Dances, Patrick Sky. Better known as 1000
Fiddle Tunes, this influential book first appeared in Boston (1884). (Coles, Chicago, 1940). 
Always influential, this new 1996 Mel Bay edition contains 1050 tunes plus history. 
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• Irish Fiddle Solos: 64 Pieces for Violin, Pete Cooper 

• The Jewish Music Companion (Book with CD): Historical Overview, Personalities, Annotated 
Folksongs, Velvel Pasternak 

• Old Time Fiddling Across America, David Reiner. 66 carefully transcribed tunes from excellent
fiddlers across various regional and ethnic traditions, as well as history, bowing and cross-
tuning discussions, and stylistic analyses. 

• Old-Time Kentucky Fiddle Tunes, Jeff Todd Titon 

• O'Neill's Music of Ireland, James O'Neill 

• Traditional Scottish Fiddling, Christine Martin 

• Under the Moon , Martin Hayes 

Summer Music Camps & Festivals
Please add this camp

Apple Hill  , Nelson, NH: Great camp, but more for 
intermediate to advanced and the focus of the camp 
is for teens and young adult professional track 
musicians, not many adult amateurs. Lots of 
coaching time, but no classes on theory and such. 
Also very rustic, be prepared to camp! 

Austin Chamber Music Festival 

Aspen Music Festival  , Aspen, CO 

Banff  , Banff, Alberta, CAN 

Bear Valley  , Bear Valley, CA 

Blue Lake  , Twin Lake, MI 

Brevard  , Brevard, NC 

Early Music Workshop  , San Francisco, CA 

ELLSO String Summer School  , Doncaster, UK 

Meadowmount, Westport, NY 

Navarro River  , Mendocino, CA: Excellent 
camp! Adults only, novice to experienced, well 
rounded classes on theory and rhythmic 
dictation in addition to chamber group 
playing/coaching, would like more coaching 
time for groups. 

Orangeville Fiddle & Step Dance Camp, 
North & West of Toronto, Canada 

Princeton Chamber Music Play Week:   
workshops for adult musicians 

Round Top, Round Top, TX 

SCOR  , Rochester NY 

Sewanee  , Sewanee, TN 

Spoleto USA  , Charleston, SC 
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Grand Teton Orchestral Festival  , Grand Tetons, 
WY 

Indiana University Ratreat for Professional 
Violinists and Violists  , Bloomington, IN 

Interlochen  , Interlochen, MI 

Kneisel Hall  , Blue Hill, ME 

Tanglewood  , Boston, MA 

Taos  , Taos, NM 

Texas Toot   Summer 

Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival  , Santa Fe, 
NM 

SummerTrios  , Chambersburg, PA 

Variations  , Ullapool, Scotland

Fiddle Terminology
Bounce: US term for playing in a way that inspires dancers. 

Downbow fiddler: can refer either to starting with a downbow, or keeping the accents on the 
downbow, (downbow accent fiddling) or both. Downbow fiddlers usually use a down-up sawstroke, if 
they use sawstroke. 

Dragging the bow: the common technique of keeping the hair on the strings while playing. 

Georgia Shuffle: three note slurs used with isolated single stroke accents. The most common method 
is three note upbow slurs with the single stroke accents on the backbeat or offbeat. This method is the 
one commonly used in Bluegrass. Some Old Time fiddlers reverse this and put the three note slurs on 
the downstroke and the accents on single upbows. I have also heard it used to describe a single strong 
downstroke on the downbeat, followed by a three note slur on the upbow; this is sometimes called 
"downbeat Georgia." 

Lilt (or "swing"): Irish Traditional term for playing in a way that inspires dancers. 

Nashville Shuffle: two note slur followed by two single strokes, then repeat in the opposite directions. 
Many common shuffle patterns are in some way related to the Nashville Shuffle, often using the same 
ending phrase. Or they can be the same motions, but offset in relation to the measure lines. From Joel 
Shimberg of Fiddle-L: The term 'Nashville Shuffle' was originated by Gus Meade. He told me that he 
called it that in recognition of Tommy Jackson, who used it and who was the premier Nashville fiddler 
at the time. 

Potatoes: A rhythmic "chop" a fiddler uses at the start of a fiddle tune to establish tempo, immediately 
before playing the tune at some other tempo. . . . . . This was originally a fake term made up by Pete 
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Wernick (Dr. Banjo -Hot Rize bluegrass band) when he was a student. He coined the term initially to 
shorthand the banjo kick-off roll, sort of a one-and two-and three four feel, not the one two-and three 
four-and figure usually described today. . . . . This was an experiment to see how long it took to make 
the expression common in America and the word was chosen because it DID NOT resemble what it 
described. Wernick told me that is made its way from east to west coast within a year and over the next 
couple of years people began to claim their grandparents' generation used the term. Not true. [Thanks 
to Michael Stadler Facebook Fiddlers' Association.] 

Sawstroke: single strokes, often down-up, down-up. 

Three articulations used by players of Irish fiddle: 

• detache - simply changing the bow direction. 
• Cuts - a percussive, very short grace note which stops the strings vibration. 
• (Least common) - Strikes, also called taps or pats by pipers, fluters & whistlers - which is like a 

cut but where the finger is lifted for a nano-second separating a quarter note into two eighths of 
the same pitch. 

Short rolls: which are equal to a quarter note. There are graced triplets and there are 'long rolls' which 
are equal to a dotted quarter note. 'Trebles' are simply triplets played with a bit of martele giving them a
scratchier sound - some play them smoother than others; it's a personal choice. I play mine harder when
playing highland music and as smooth as I can when playing Sligo and Clare music. 

Slurring: important in Irish trad, a "rocking" phrase where the melody comes back to a pedal note 
(EX: E2BE dEBE). Commonly played with three notes on a stroke followed by two sets of two notes 
on a bow. Some call it figure 8 bowing or sligo bowing and there are many other ways to do it - but it's 
a good starting point for the pattern. 

Upbow fiddler: fiddler who either starts on upbows, puts accents on the upbow, or both. Upbow 
fiddlers usually use an up-down sawstroke, if they use sawstroke. 

Vibrato: can be used, but only in some Irish styles: sometimes I've heard it in NY Sligo and Donegal 
and it's used very sparingly. Andy McGann used it a lot and thought it was important enough to suggest
using it. It's a pressure vibrato, not arm vibrato - but they use that in Scots and Cape Breton music. 
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